FULLY INTEGRATED FOR MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

Eclipse is much more than a collection of powerful features. It was meticulously designed from the ground up as a fully-integrated program where virtually every function enhances every other function. Intelligent conflict resolution enhances Translation Magic, which enhances Auto-Brief, which enhances Shared Editing, which learns from others’ editing changes, which improves intelligent conflict resolution, which results in less editing, which all results in the best CAT program ever developed. That’s why cobbled-on copycat features from other vendors fail to deliver the ease of use and efficiency of Eclipse.

EFFORTLESS CONNECTION TO REALTIME CLIENTS WORLDWIDE WITH BRIDGE MOBILE™

Bridge Mobile takes realtime to the next level, displaying your changes the instant you make them. With Eclipse V9 and Bridge Mobile, it’s easy to securely connect to clients worldwide or locally – all for one low price. With Bridge Mobile, your clients can use any platform they choose: iOS, Android, and PC/Mac/Linux browsers.

With over 100 new features and improvements, Eclipse is the unquestioned leader in CAT software technology. Just take a look at what we’ve come up with for 2018!
Google Translate support allows you to input in one language and output in virtually unlimited additional languages simultaneously. If you have Spanish- or French- or German-speaking clients, you can output your realtime to them in their native languages. This opens up a world of possibilities. CART providers working with English- and Spanish-speaking children, for example, can output to both.

**WORD CLOUD AI**

Advantage Software wrote the book on using AI to produce cleaner translations. But there are conflicts, such as “break” and “brake,” where AI context data isn’t going to help Eclipse make an accurate choice. Grammatically, there’s just no possible way to tell the difference. Word Cloud solves that problem by looking at the meaning of words in the context of the entire transcript. Bam! Now it can choose “break” versus “brake” reliably.

**MULTI-LANGUAGE REALTIME OUTPUT**

Google Translate support allows you to input in one language and output in virtually unlimited additional languages simultaneously. If you have Spanish- or French- or German-speaking clients, you can output your realtime to them in their native languages. This opens up a world of possibilities. CART providers working with English- and Spanish-speaking children, for example, can output to both.

**AUTOMATED PROOFREADER: LIKE HAVING A SECOND PAIR OF EYES**

The Automated Proofreader can do for editing what the GPS does for driving. Like many word processors, Eclipse can now put a blue underline beneath potential grammatical mistakes to alert you. But that’s far from all it does. As you’re editing, when your cursor moves onto the underscored text it will show the specific error in the Status Bar and the Info Bar with suggested corrections, allowing you to fix it with a single keystroke. It can find everything from missing punctuation and non-matched quotes and parens to suspicious grammar such as “were talk.” And you can ignore a proofreading error by simply hitting the Escape key when your cursor is anywhere in the highlighted area. How many mistakes will this catch or strokes will this save? Hard to say, but a lot. This is life-changing for court reporters and will become as indispensable as your morning cup of coffee!